Doctoral Program in History, Anthropology, and Science, Technology and Society (HASTS)

COMPLETION OF LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT

Part I:
I confirm that __________________________ may use reading knowledge of ________________ for his/her language requirement.

________________________________________________________________________

(Advisor’s name) (Advisor’s signature) (Date)

Part II:
Method of completion:

1) Passed a language examination
   Language: ________________ Exam date: __________
   Examiner’s Name: ______________________________________________________
   (Attach exam results or email confirmation from examiner.)

2) Completed a reading course, with a grade of “A” or “B”
   Language: ________________ Semester taken: _______
   Class number and title: ________________________________________________
   Instructor: ___________________________ Grade: __________

3) English is his/her second language
   Native language: ______________________________________________________

Part II verified by Academic Administrator ___________ ___________
(Initial) (Date)

(Student: Have your advisor complete Part I before fulfilling the requirement and turn in to the HASTS Academic Administrator (AA). When complete, notify the AA for final verification to complete this milestone.)
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